. Given that BRCA1 occurs as a break repair, but how they perform these functions heterodimer with BARD1, the identification of Ce-BRD-1 remains elusive [2, 3]. As part of a comprehensive raised the possibility that a BRCA1 homolog may also search for DNA repair genes in C. elegans, we identiexist in the nematode. However, extensive sequence fied a BARD1 ortholog. In protein interaction screens, searches of the C. elegans genome failed to uncover a Ce-BRD-1 was found to interact with components of potential BRCA1 homolog. the sumoylation pathway, the TACC domain protein
Ce-brc-1 encodes a more divergent protein that is signifubc-9 resulted in a pleiotropic phenotype that included icantly shorter than BRCA1 but is most related to its sterility and embryonic lethality under normal growth exon delta 11 splice variant. The fact that sequences conditions. After ␥-irradiation, ubc-9-depleted animals resembling BRCA1 exon 11 are absent from the C. elealso displayed enhanced germ cell death, demonstragans genome raises the possibility that some functions ting that ubc-9(RNAi) animals have radiation sensitivity of human BRCA1 may not be performed by either Cesimilar to that of Ce-brc-1-and Ce-brd-1-depleted ani-BRC-1 or related factors in trans. mals (see Supplemental Data).
Our of the sumoylation pathway, it is tempting to speculate
